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Abstract 

 

Upon entering LA Fitness at 201 S Lake Ave, Pasadena CA 91101, 

this women’s haste and accost demonstrated what reference  

Rover.com and of internal criminal pipelines and of the 

environmental positioning and stimuli to trigger a positive 

entropy after baking in a target to indoctrinate a catastrophic 

event! Internally, the patterns within theater are relative to 

direct accost, the jerking of ones arm to put another in a state 

of fight or flight, offensive and combative, and this Japanese 

man had done it multiple times previously but was much more 

brazen with accost today, 07/25/2022.  

 

On May 14, 2019 this woman deliberately torpedoed my Uber/ 

Getaround car, compromising my ability to work, a person who has 

been on SSA/SSI Disability since July of 1989 because if what is 

discussed here, unprovoked and with an ability to work! Through 

profound challenges I demand accountability: Life Liberty, 

Property and Pursuit of Happiness. The person in the back of that 

vehicle who requested the ride-share had exited without 

contacting me after that orchestrated accident, the navigator! 

After cardio at LA Fitness, multiple sensory acuity within and of 

a this sublime gesture of members to reference water, I am paced, 

stalked and accosted and affronted as a priori is this white male 

under 30 with two proximal what appears to be LA Sheriffs.  

 

With demeanor of the Los Angeles County Jail system theater that 

define Santa Anita Park Race Track in Arcadia Cali and twelve 

step programs: maids, a blue-collar criminal dealing drugs, child 

porn, fraud and theft, as with Glendale Central Library, Glendale 

Cali then, yet this woman also had the posture of an under the 

influence of meth and of a loop with these things tossed in my 

route and of its history. Thereafter, their orchestration of 

events all in step, for despite my challenges, I am not and have 

never been of this collective, let me add this one the most 

combative.  

 

Regarding the Rover.com combative pipeline, dog walker and 

patterns reference the Japanese man at the Gym this morning, and 

an accost at interim by this man driving this car all in loop of 

what are suggestive of Real Estate Agents? I only see drug 
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dealers, prostitution and child pornographers…all targeting of me 

to bake stimuli and to trigger a catastrophic event, or to blow 

something or the other up! 

 

The Rover.com loss for me is a constant post attack, this one 

most aggressive to cause a violent one. Within LA Fitness the 

quip and face-off this morning was of the unwanted touching of 

that man in the Target at an interim. He sits across from me a 

says creepy “oh,” yet I really am not reactive to all this at 

this point. Exiting LA Fitness post a greased calf fixture on 

that machine, a left-leg injury if not awake, confronted again at 

exit, I was combatively accosted, and there was physiological 

engagement by the person to trigger a catastrophic event; timed, 

in step with the barrier of the multiple people at the door, I 

noticed their choreography to provide me the window to exit LA 

Fitness, targeting me for that accost and of what is of the May 

14, 2019 deliberate torpedo of my Uber/Getaround vehicle and a 

loop with internal staff.  

 

On my way, I am stalked by the white meth dude holding the coffee 

cup thing, and I am accosted again by these - blower guy. I get 

the “caution” thing along my way that reminds me of cleaning 

staff and how I was attacked at the calf machine, that sabotage, 

and Metro 260 Driver is deliberate to escalate the bus on entry, 

a combative out of consensus with internal hostilities to incite 

fear, retaliation and of its fight or flight as if I was in the 

Los Angeles County Jails? This narrative starts with a letter the 

then acting Attorney General Jeff Sessions, Fourteen Reports that 

followed and now writing Report Fifteen: Grievous of Harms with 

Aggravating Factors legal definition, of Human/Civil Rights 

Violations with Hate Crimes. These things do not, have not in the 

63 years of my life happened otherwise. I DEMAND AND EXPECT 

ACCOUNATBILITY! 

 

Rape 

 

Everything, the exclusions from Golds Gym, 24 Hour Fitness in 

Arcadia Cali and now a loop with LA Fitness in Pasadena Cali can 

be traced to my father Arthur James McCready. He started 

thoroughbred race-horses illegally for decades, dying in 2007 and 

never answered for his crimes, including the rape. Pathology and 

patterns continue, grievous with dog walkers, maids, janitors, 

gardeners and any and all at where circumstance is a surveillance 
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of this criminal infrastructure. Combative environmental 

challenges in the gym are relentless with patron staking my 

progress and deliberately accosting, impeding and or disruptive 

of my trajectory to cause incidents, leaving doors open, a public 

transportation nightmare, always slamming them or not opening and 

while using the bus as a weapon… 

 

Upon entering and or leaving the LA Fitness I am impeded, again 

today and a theater of a homosexuality, an adjacent predatory 

pathology in the gym that will occupy adjacent to agitate and a 

challenge at where these personal trainers encroach at interim, 

particular with the water and with an “excuse me” parade as with 

yesterday, the one with the colored hair “gay” statement at an 

interim. I personally like gay people as a heterosexual, but 

these? Objects again today at where I may frequent, these special 

case irregularities that are not happening otherwise! With the 

QR, I have learnt that a bottom-up swipe as it sits on the desk, 

like always will log me in, but today after the bake, the staff 

member grabs the QR reader, attempts to trigger an event and with 

an alliance, criminally to justify themselves. 

 

This manager as I was on cardio, this pathology on ingress and 

egress, he accosts with the alliance, being caustic to define it 

was corporate protocol for a staff member to pick up QR and log 

me in. That has never happened until today, an unsuccessful 

attempt, so I found myself pleading with the staff to just set it 

down. Regularly confronted with schizophrenic stimuli, I am much 

more cultivated and of what I assess on visual, this is not a 

manger: a two bit drug dealer that would participate in the 

sublime “little pussy” by rubbing the corner of his eye as I am 

leaving at interims, post accost; many times I am physically 

touched at terms to trigger an event; like here, this woman used 

her hair on me as I enter Starbucks in Alhambra Cali, noticing a 

Police Officer with a small child on his lap inside, this 

“alliance” that reminds me of her. 

 

White powder, pills and a variability of opiates are tossed in 

the street at terms; as discussed, this time there was Law 

Enforcement in the Criminal Theater. As I am leaving, or trying 

too, another trainer impeding the LA Fitness door, I am 

confronted with criminal alliances: my experience here an 

observation of id feces and of what references their value of 

appearance versus contribution: child porn, drugs, prostitution, 
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human trafficking and fraud and of these 12 step’rs that have DRE 

Licenses, a Catholic criminal metric of Glendale Central Library, 

a combativeness to be adjacent and offend, like the gym and like 

Glendale Central Library with a parade of what is trusted service 

gone off the edge.  

 

All of this is connected to the May 14, 2019 deliberate torpedo 

of my Uber/Getaround vehicle by this person. If one went to any 

Library, Gym and reviewed the films, isolated, classified, and 

defined persons jumping in front of me, adjacent to me and on 

accost and or passerby, you will have Grievous Harms with 

Aggravating factors legal definition, Human/Civil Rights 

Violations with hate crimes! There is no grey area! IT IS NOT 

HAPPENING OTHERWISE. 

 

Police Root Cause Criminal 

 

The manager at the LA Fitness yester 08/11/2022, Lake Ave 

location had a pattern of at where there were two persons in the 

accost to “talk to me.” Full bent, obstinate and with intent to 

cause an incident, a violation of emotional health and of what 

would validate their stimuli-proximal to cause self-dialogue and 

or reactionary in the Gym, and last night on my route home, 

arriving in Pasadena, I am accosted off the Metro 260, an 

operator who does not seem to finish his route and lets people 

off at Colorado Blvd and Fair Oaks, leaving a crippled Asian 

woman in the loop with her query of “Walnut” only to get the 

obstinate “last stop.” 

 

Multiple persons, pattern of couples holding hands and of a 

second hand smoke trail of persons, a suggestive loop of suicide 

and of its scope to get one “sick and tired” and the pattern of 

this guy at a term driving this car. Dog walkers were in loop and 

at interim at where I reside, another in a “black” shirt put his 

back to me to cause the fight or flight, scope of my cross 

dominancy to flog cognitive and trigger an event that goes on 

constantly and of its theater indoctrinate that references 

“Active Shooter.”  

 

Today the door slams stipulated the infrastructure and criminal 

networks that is in context lately of a more subtle and devious 

intent, and sometimes, and would be today, divesting gyms on 

Friday lately, looks like a normal maid emptying the garbage, yet 
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she is in the same theater and patterns of criminals that are 

aligned with Brad J. Beck of Greenacres Washington, Janyce 

Langlot of Veradale Washington, and Sylvia M. McCready of Tukwila 

Washington: mother, step-brother and step-mother respectively and 

of a history of benefitting from the death or injury of others, 

one such incident a suicide that I question because of the 

Sherriff in on their evil. 

 

I get this Caucasian parade and what appears to be white 

supremacy along the way and of what is aligned with this Tony 

Robbins and of these unprovoked attacks and narrative to cause 

self-defeat after the dialogue to indoctrinate, an obstinance! I 

continue, dodging an out of consensus woman with a walker to 

arrive with a street covered from both sides to be confronted 

with an accost with coffee, an apparent Sherriff and or PD that 

stipulates at when opiates were placed in street in front of 

Target in Pasadena. 

 

Sylvie M. McCready implicates and of a Steiner, another horse 

racing family that is the scope of the San Luis Rey Down methlab 

explosion, a deduction at a climatic event, a noticeable 

dereliction of duty and of an equine insurance fraud. In 

Glendale, this person was combative with the second-hand smoke, a 

criminal type that is a precursor to this and at an interim where 

a Saudi Royal, of my background in thoroughbred racing was 

observant, explicit at location and since online, investigating 

the Baffert situation at Sant Anita Park Race Track. 

 

Laws of motion are being violated, strong yesterday and with 

Helicopters in pipeline, particular with Pasadena PD, and this is 

an artefact driven by this person who I believe pulled a gun and 

its trigger, but I only heard his voice and the mechanics, and 

then I get to the bus stop, accosted by another and a suggestive 

of my father talking to what appears a local mafia at Longacres 

Race Track in Renton Washington then at where he illegally 

started thoroughbreds for close to fifty years.  

 

I have had 1000s of contacts with Police, not an exaggeration and 

here again this morning, he wants to “talk to me,” as this LA 

Fitness manager yesterday says to me “I can talk to my member 

anytime I want,” a fight or flight statement and scope of this 

attempt to argue, negotiate for love of joy to indoctrinate self-

defeat and misfortune, and I believe the Pasadena Police failed 
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to clear his service revolver from an attempt to fire it, 

restrained at interim for reasons not divulged and or of its 

complexity that sustains my ethnographic agent but not of their 

awareness that breeds this infamy, scope of Barrister 

225 S Lake Ave 3rd fl, Pasadena, CA 91101 that started combative 

exclusion with this person in Glendale Cali Central Library then. 
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